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Message from the Director . . .

by Wendell McConnaha

Dear Parents, Afumni and Friends,
Arriving in July, I had a wonderful honeymoon period. Knowing a great
deal about laboratory schools, but knowing little about Malcolm Price, I was
able to operate unencumbered by the thought process. I have now entered the
second phase of my adjustment. I have now formed an opinion regarding
what is working well, what needs minor adjustment, and what must be
revamped entirely.
Change in organizations is generally a slow process and schools are
among the institutions most resistive to change. This is understandable.
Each generation views the schools through the eyes of their collective experiences. Parents see the schools as having been effective in their education and
often wish for programs and policies that worked when they were in school.
Teachers, too, occasionally long for the "good old days" when students were
"different." However, we sometimes forget that our students are seeing the
process for the first time. This is the only system they have known and they
are viewing the experience through their eyes, in this culture, and from their
unique social perspective.
In this issue's Dialogue on Parenting, I have addressed concerns that were
raised during our State Equity Audit. I am aware that this report raised
significant concerns when it was first published. The report recommended
changes, raised through an external evaluation, which were seen as necessary
to bring our school into compliance with state regulations My philosophy has
always been to deal first with those change issues that are viewed as most
problematic. I also feel it is in the school's best interest to address problems
in the most public way possible.
Therefore, I would ask you to read how we are changing to meet the
concerns addressed in the Equity Audit. This will not be the last set of
changes as we work to move forward. Understand that change is hard for all
of us. Understand further that schools, as organizations, have no choice but
to change. If we simply strive to preserve what is currently in place, we will
inevitably fall behind.
Sincerely,

Price Laboratory School Director

Dialogue on Parenting

Parents Can Work
With Schools to Help
Students Learn
Responsibility
One of the first pieces of information I
was given upon my arrival was a copy of
the Equity Review that had been conducted by the State of Iowa in 1996.
Addressing this report has become one of
the cornerstones of my first year at Price
Laboratory School. Now that we have
passed mid-year, I would like to give you
an update on our progress. I will cover
each of the issues in the order they appear
on our Voluntary Compliance Plan. The
order of the activities should not be
viewed as a value of importance or merit.

• Development and Implementation of
Multicultural, Nonsexist Education
Curriculum - A committee has been
formed following the guidelines put

j
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forward by the State of Iowa. That is, a

curriculum model. This has resulted in an

parent on the committee represents each of

elementary, middle school and high school

Celebrating Black History
Month

the student categories (ethnic background,

curriculum handbook. I feel this a good

by Nathaniel Moulrie

gender, special needs, etc.) The commit-

start but still leaves us far from where we

tee meets monthly and is chaired by Mr.

need to be. A curriculum program needs to

Ed Dorris. Other members of the commit-

look at subjects in an articulated way from

History Month, the P.R.O.U.D. organiza-.

tee include: Charley Buck, Marilyn Fagan,

kindergarten through grade twelve. We

tion sponsored the 2nd Annual Black

In recognition and celebration of Black

Vanessa Kettner, Janet McClain, Gail

need to be sure that the scope and se-

History Program on February 23 in the

Moon, Mukund Nadipuram, Linda Sharp-

quence of the course work eliminates

Butzier auditorium.

Renfro, Annette Swann, Ed Van Cleave

"holes" in the curriculum. We also need to

and Juanita Wright. This group is also

look across grade levels to see if what we

using the Equity Report as their guide.

are expecting of our students is develop-

Minutes of each of their meetings appear

mentally appropriate, and if there is any

in the Newsletter.

opportunity for cross-departmental efforts.
This will be a next step, and the work with
our program of studies is far from over.

The theme of the program was titled,
Voices of Pride: Proud of My Heritage.
The program featured performances by the
students 1ncluding an African dance, a
string ensemble, and original skit, a jazz
combo, and poetry recitation.

• Distribution of University grievance
procedure - The grievance procedure has
been reproduced in the parent newsletter

• K-12 Gifted and Talented Program - In

each of the past two years. The

the elementary grades, our teachers

Multicultural, Nonsexist Committee is

provide many opportunities for enrich-

looking at the procedure in relation to PLS

ment within the classroom. There is also

and will make recommendations regarding

an opportunity to accelerate to higher

Dw1-U~D~

modifications.

grade levels if a student needs to be

... is an organization at PLS which

challenged in a specific subject, like math.

provides the African-American students a

What is P.R.O.U.D.

P~R.~

At the high school level, the students have

sense of owner-

• Limited English Proficiency Program,

the opportunity for dual enrollment at the

ship, a voice and a

At-Risk and Limited Special Education

University as a method of acceleration.

community of

Program - I have grouped these three

However, there is no structured, defined

cultural identity.

areas together because they are all under

program in place throughout the school.

Membership in

the direction of Ms. Kim Miller. Kim was

We need to assess what we can provide for

P.R.0.U.D. is

appointed Director of Special Services at

our most able learners. Dr. Bill Waack has

OPEN to any

the beginning of the year and has done a

agreed to work with PLS to implement an

student who is

magnificent job in bringing structure to

identification program for our talented

each of these areas. We have altered our

students. Once this assessment is com-

admissions process and are accepting a

pleted, Dr. Waack will help us design a

wider range of students with special needs.

school-wide plan to meet our students'

A referral and evaluation process has been

needs.

developed which is a model for other

committed to the
ideals and mission
of P.R.O.U.D.
which strives to
meet the personal,

This is only a beginning. We have a

schools. Kim has made presentations to

long way to go. However, I am aware that

social, and academic needs of its mem-

PTP, PAC and the Multicultural, Nonsexist

the Equity Review received a great deal of

bers, thereby promoting cultural aware-

Committee.

coverage when it was first announced; and

ness and diversity issues of all ethnicities.

that there has been little discussion with

P.R.O.U.D. has successfully organized

the parents since that time. I feel it is in

college trips to Atlanta, Washington, and

• Written curriculum and curriculum

our best interest to keep these issues in

New Orleans as a part of its college

development cycle - During the course of

front of us. Keeping these important

outreach mission. In its third year,

the past school year, each of the depart-

issues in our line of sight will make it

P.R.O.U.D. continues to grow, learn, and

ments participated in the development of a

possible to solve them.

serve.

Nursery/Kindergarten
Round-up Scheduled
for April 10

Elementary. ..
Getting a New Look: Remodeling in Unit II

- by Lynn Nielsen

- by Lynn Nielsen

Mary Schneider and first and second grade students in Unit II are enjoying their new
updated classroom environment provided by School Specialty Company.

Thanks to the generosity provided by School Specialty Company (of which
Latta's is part ot), Unit II has undergone a complete renovation including new carpet,
blinds, furniture, office equipment, black boards and bulletin boards. During the
weeks of February 9 and 16, Unit II students were housed in the elementary art,
drama and music rooms while their classrooms were undergoing this major face lift.
With the completion of this project, Unit II classrooms will illustrate how existing
buildings can be updated to accommodate the learning needs of students as we move
into the twenty-first century. Thanks to everyone who helped make this transition
possible while continuing to offer the regular instructional program. At your convenience, please feel free to stop by and visit the "new" classroom.

''HeIIO~~ fwm a'lound the Wo'lld!
Elementary Culture Council
-by Mary Guenther
The Price Laboratory School Culture
Council consists of third through fifth
grade students who have been involved in
many different activities over the past two
years. The Elementary Culture Council's
activities are guided by a mission statement with the purpose of helping each
other learn about and understand different
cultures and helping our school community become more democratic and respectful to all cultures.
Last year, the students accomplished
many projects including giving a panel
presentation on India. During Black

History Month, the Council and the high
school P.R.O.U.D. group collaboratively
presented a play about Dr. Martin Luther
King to promote his belief in non-violence
to attain civil rights for Black Americans.
In May, they helped organize and plan
activities for Hispanic Culture Week
during which several Hispanic community
leaders were invited to present.
This year, the Culture Council has been
involved in many new projects. In the fall,
Mrs. Cook's English as a Second Language (ESL) elementary students at Elk
Run School hosted Price Lab students for
a performance of Hispanic Folktales by
UNI theater students which helped prepare
PLS students for an upcoming performance at Price Lab. Afterwards, the

The Nursery/
Kindergarten
Round-up for the
1998-99 school year
will be held on
Friday, April 10, at
1:00 p.m. in the PLS
Cafeteria. This multiaged program is designed for nursery
students who will be four years old by
September 15, 1998.
The Price Lab nursery students
attend school from 8:30-11:00 a.m.,
Monday through Friday, and kindergarten students attend from 8:30 - 3:00
p.m, Monday through Friday.
We are making every effort to
contact parents of all prospective
students in this program. Please
forward this information to families of
students who might be eligible to enroll.

For questions regarding enrollment
at Price Laboratory School, please
contact Lynn Nielsen at 273-2514
or Judy Vowell at 273-6136.

students had an opportunity to visit with
the Bosnian and Hispanic bilingual
students. In December, four Council
members were invited to present for
Mrs. McClain's Chalk Dust Chats radio
program on station KBBG 88.1 FM.
This February, students met with
Mrs. Dykstra to plan welcome banners
which say "Hello" in many different
languages. The banners will be displayed throughout the school during the
early part of April. The Culture Council
also gave a panel presentation on
Donald Crews, visiting author for the
upcoming Beginning Reading Conference. Their newest project is to plan a
Diversity Day Celebration that teaches
students about different cultural
backgrounds. Through these activities,
the Elementary Culture Council's goal
is to create a positive and inclusive
school community for all students.

Middle School • • •
- by Vicki Oleson

Dr. Donna Schumacher and the university students in her middle school methods
class have planned activities that will take place during the PLS middle school
students' enrichment time. The PLS students will be able to choose two activities from
a menu of eight which will include arts and crafts, improvisational acting, photography, cooking, games, a science experiment, and community service. Eight of these
sessions will be offered through February and March. Our thanks goes to Earl
Ockenga and Donna Schumacher for organizing this opportunity for UNI and PLS
students.
The seventh grade was joined by Emily Hershberger who started as a new student
on February 16. She is the daughter of June and Marc Hershberger. We welcome the
Hershbergers as a part of the PLS family.
Cheryl Timion, in collaboration with Sharon Porter, English as a Second Language
(ESL) teacher from West Intermediate School in Waterloo, and Dr. Andrea DeBruinParecki, Assistant Professor in UNI's Educational Psychology and Foundations
Department, hosted the first in a series of events planned with ESL students. Twentyfive Bosnian students and three Hispanic students joined the PLS sixth graders for a
get-to-know-you opportunity which included a swimming party, games, and pizza.
Also in attendance was one Spanish interpreter, two Bosnian interpreters, and Karlene
Kischer-Browne, PLS sign language interpreter. This is a collaborative researchedbased project that will focus on Family Literacy.

Guidance ...
- by Nicole Needham Wee
Parents and Guardians: Thanks for your cooperation in completing the Student
Needs Assessment. We have received numerous responses. It is not too late to
complete this form. Your efforts will help us provide better services for all students.
Opportunities for summer! This is the current list of leadership and honors
activities for summer of 1998:
• Student Conservation Association: 4-5 weeks for students 16 years and older-March 1
• ANYTOWN: June 14-19, near Eldora, Iowa, for 10th, 11th, and 12th graders-April I
• Lion's Club Youth Exchange Program, 6 weeks for high school students
• Black Hawk County Conservation Board, summer employment, 18 years and older
Seniors and Parents:
You may be eligible to claim a Hope Scholarship Tax Credit of up to $1500 against
your federal income tax. For details, contact your accountant or http://
www.IRS.USTREAS.GOV. A pamphlet is available in the Guidance Office.
Americorps offers students another option for funding their education. In
exchange for a year of service, students earn a stipend to be applied to college tuition.
Pick up information in the Guidance Office.
Time to file the FAFSA! Seniors who plan to attend a college, professional school
or vocational school need to complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid for
the 1998-99 School Year. These forms are available in the Guidance Office. It is
extremely important that the FAFSA be completed and processed as soon as possible
since funds are awarded in order of receipt. The deadline for State Student Aid in Iowa
is April 21, 1998.
Juniors: If you are college bound, plan to take the ACT and SAT soon.
Registration forms are available in the Guidance Office.
SAT tests
May 2
Register by March 26
ACT tests
April 4
Register by March 2
June 13
Register by May 11

Scholarship
Due Dates
Scholarships due in late February,
March, & early April

--c•.._...O...,..~
Iowa Family Involvement
Board Scholarship
Feb. 27
Waterloo Transportation
Club

Feb. 28

Iowa Association
of Educational
Office Professionals

March 6

UNI Art Scholarship
Competition

March 13

Mother Moon
Service
Scholarship (juniors)

March 25

Covenant Medical
Center Auxiliary

March 27

Iowa Farm Bureau

March 1

UNI Physical
Education

March 2

Slife I McElroy

March 10

Hugh F. Seabury

March6

Florence Warnock

March 13

Black Hawk Lodge

March 6

Hawkeye Uniserve
Unit

March 20

National Credit
Education

March 31

Waterloo Education
Association

April3

Sartori Hospital
Auxiliary

April8

• Each college offers scholarships
that are too numerous to be listed
here. Please check the files in the
Guidance Office for this information.

March
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PLS Breakfast and Lunch Menus

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

....................

Toast/Jelly

Raisin Toast

Toast/Peanut Butter

....................

....................

....................

Sloppy Joe Hamburger
Potato Wedges
Fresh Fruit
Pudding

Turkey & Noodles
Scalloped Potatoes & Ha
Green Beans
Cooked Carrots
Hot Apple Slices
Peanut Butter Sandwich
Peanut Butter Sandwich
Pears

Pork Fritter on Bun
Tator Tots
Applesauce

French Toast

····················

Baked Potatoffopping
Choice
Buttered Bread
Peaches

Toast/Jelly

English Muffin

Scrambled Eggs

Toast/Jelly

Bagel

.....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

Chicken Patty/Bun
Baked Beans
Fresh Fruit

Hot Dog
French Fries
Fruit Cocktail

BBQ' d Turkey on Bun
Cheesy Hash Browns
Fresh Fruit
Pineapple Cake

Goulash
Buttered Bread
Corn
Pears

Fish Sandwich
Potato Salad
Peas & Carrots
Peach Crisp

Break
;Mar.23 ··•·<
Waffle/Syrup

Toast/Jelly

Struedel Stick

Toast/Peanut Butter

Raisin Toast

Spaghetti
Garlic Bread
Peas Applesauce

Pork Patty/Bun
Baked Beans
Pears

Pizza Slice
Peaches
Pudding

Beef 'n Bean Burrito
Fresh Fruit
Brownie

Toasted Cheese Sandwich
Chicken Noodle Soup
Fresh Fruit

Toast/Jelly

English Muffin

Baked Chicken
Mashed Potatoes
Peas & Carrots
Pears

Beef 'n Noodles
Corn
Peanut Butter Sandwich
Peaches

Breakfast includes choice of juice and cereal
every day. All meals include milk.
Lunches include salad bar. (One time through)

·March 1998
Malcolm Price Laboratory School Calendar
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

1

2

3

4

5

Luther Dorian Band Fest
1:OOpm Tech Reh

BBB District (Home)
Dress Reh
Luth~ Dorian Band Fest

We host Class 2A BB
Districts
Dress Reh

Dress Reh

7:00am Jazz Band
12:00pm -1:30 Senior
Dinner at Naz

8
2:00pm Play Performance

SATURDAY

FRIDAY
..
··-· ~.

6
7:30pm Play Performance

7
BBB Substate
2:00pm Play Performance

9

10

11

12

13

14

BBB Substate
GBB State

BBB Substate
GBB State
3:30pm COE Teacher Ed
Convocation (Lang Hall)
7 :OOpm Elem Music
Concert

BBB Substate
GBB State
Depart for French Trip

GBB State
French Trip
4:30pm GTR @ Wartburg
5:00pm -8 7-Sth Choir Dinner

GBB State
French Trip
4:30pm BTR @ Wartburg

GBB State
NEIBA MS Band Fest
French Trip

Concert

7 :45pm NU Singen
8:45pm Cham Oreb & Jaz.z
Band Reh

\

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

French Trip

GfN Practice Begins

BBB State
ST. Patrick's Day
French Trip
Spring Break

BBB State
French Trip
Spring Break

BBB State
French Trip
Spring Break

BBB State
French Trip
Spring Break

BBB State
French Trip

26

27

28

BBB State
French Trip
Spring Break

22

23

24

25

French Trip

Golf Practice Begins
BTN Practice Begins
Golf Practice Begins
B Tennis Practice Begins
French Trip

French Trip

Return from French Trip

29

30

31

2:00pm Dessert Concert

7:00pm NU Singers
8:00pm Cham Orch

State Speech Contest

End of 3rd Quarter

5:30am Biology Trip
(leave)

2/9/1998

NORTHERN UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL
SPRING SPORTS PROGRAM
----- 1997 - 1998-----GIRLS TRACK
Mar 12
Apr 7
10
15
21
24
27
May 1
4
6
8
12
22/23

BOYS TENNIS

Wartburg Inv
Jesup Inv
West (JVN)
DNHinv
Linn-Mar Inv
Grundy Center
Ack/Gen Inv
NU Inv
NICL
BCL-UWinv
Aplington/P-Burg
Districts
State

Waverly
Jesup
Central
Dike
Marion
GC
Ackley
CFHS
CFHS
Conrad
P-Burg

4:30
5:00
TBA
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:00
4:00
5:00
TBA

BOYS TRACK
Mar 13
Apr 7
10
13
14
17
21
24/25
30
May 4
6
8
12
16
29/30

Wartburg Inv
Union Tria
Clarion Inv
Jesup Inv
Wahawkinv
Cole Collinge
Dike-N Hart
Drake Relays
Vinton
NICL
G Center Inv
NU Inv
Dubuque Inv
Districts
State

Waverly 4:30
LPC
5:00
Clarion
5:00
Jesup
5:00
Central
5:00
CFHS
5:00
Dike
5:00
DM
Van Home
5:00
CFHS
4:00
GC
5:00
CFHS
5:00
Dubuque 5:00
Central 10:00A

GIRLS TENNIS
Apr

8
13
16
17
21
27
30
May 5
8
11
12
18
22
23
26-28
Jun 4-6

Eldora-NP
G. Center
Wav.S Rock
Hub/Rad
Union
Hudson
Union
Eldora/NP
DNH
Apl/P-Burg
Ack/Geneva
NICL
District (Ind)
District (Team)
District (Team)
State
{

Eldora
GC
Home
Home
LPC
Hudson
Home
Home
Home
Apl
Ackley
Byrnes

4:15
4:15
4:00
4:30
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:00
4:15
4:15
9:00a

Apr

8
13
14
16
21
27
28
30
May 2
5
8
15
19
23
29/30

Eldora-Np
G Center
Apl/P-Burg
Wav/S Rock
Union
Hudson
Independence
Union
Eldora/NP Tour
Eldora/NP
Dike-NH
Districts
NICL
Sub-State
State

Home
Home
Home
Waverly
Home
Home
Home
LPC
Eldora
Eldora
Dike
Columbus
Byrnes

Union
Denver/Dike
AP/Wells/NU
Oelwein
GC/NU/Hud
Eldora-NP
Grundy Center
NU/GMG/WR/NT
Apl/P-Burg Inv
BCL-UW
Columbus
NICL
Sectionals
Districts
State

LPC
4:00
Home
4:00
Wells
4:00
Oelwein 4:00
Home
3:30
Home
4:15
GC
7:30am
Home
4:00
Apl
4:30
Union
4:30
Home
3:30
Reinbeck 1:30
Home
1:00
Home
12:00

4:15
4:15
4:15
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:00
9:00am
4:15
4:00
9:00am
9:00am

GOLF
Apr

8
13
15
17
20
24
25
27
29
May 4
5
11
15
22
29/30

MIDDLE SCHOOL TRACK
Apr 14
28
May 4
6
8
13

Den/NU/GC

B-Denver
G-NU
Glad/Rein (B&G) Gladbrk
Apl/P-Burg (Girls) P-Burg
Apl/P-Burg (Boys) P-Burg
GC (8th Gr B/G)
GC
NICL
B-N. Hart
G-Den

4:30
4:30
4:30
4:15
4:15
4:30
4:15
4:15
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6*1' REPORT TO PARENTS
Children and Drugs
merican children arc smoking, drinking
and usin g drugs at younger ages than ever
before. A recent study by the National
Institute on Drug Abuse found that more
than half of all eighth graders had tried alcohol at
least once, and that they had their first drink, on
average, at age 11. Marijuana use also continues to
soar among preteens and twice as many teens smoke
"weed" today, compared to only six years ago. The
use of inhalants, cocaine, and other
illegal drugs by children is also
on the rise.
Children are being pressured
by their peers and by movies,
TV programs, and music that
send the message that it's ''cool"
to use drugs and alcohol. It's
obviously not enough to tell them to
"just say no." Here are some ways to
DR C,S
help your children understand why they
should shun drugs and alcohol.

A

confident in their ability to make deci.sions will be
more secure about making the right choices when it
comes to drugs and alcohol. Offer your children
plenty of opportunities to make decisions, and let
them know that it's okay to not to do what everyone
else is doing.
• Encourage healthy activities: Children who
are involved in creative, healthy activities are less
likely to experiment with drugs out of boredom. Not
only will they be doing something good
for themselves, they'll be making
friends with other children who have
similar interests.
• Role-play: One excellent way
to help children learn how to turn
~ /
down drugs or alcohol is to role-play
/
some typical situations. "You're at your
best friend's house, and he opens a beer

....:::::

I

say 'no,' he makes fun of you for being so
straight. What do you do?"
)

• Get help if you suspect a problem:

Some signs of drug use include weight loss, a
• Start early: Don't wait to talk about
~"""----sudden drop in school performance, extreme
the dangers of drug and alcohol abuse
moodiness, and withdrawal from friends,
until your child is in middle school or high
family, or activities. If your child exhibits
school. Begin in the early elementary
these, or other signs of possible drug use,
school years.
get help from the school counselor, your
• Teach strong values: Children need
family
physician, or a local treatment
clearly stated values and rules about what
center.
is right and wrong. Make sure they clearly
• Practice what you preach: Never use
understand that one of your family's rules
illegal
drugs. And if you drink, do so in
is that children do not use drugs or
moderation.
Don ' t reach for a drink the
alcohol.
minute
you
get
home from work; it sends
• Listen up: If your children believe
.,.
your
child
the
message
that drinking is a
that you ' re an interested and fair listener,
good
way
to
unwind.
Never
drive when
they are more likely to come to you
you have been drinking, and never ride
when they feel pressure to use drugs
with an impaired driver.
or alcohol. Keep yourself from
• Know the facts: Learn the facts
panicking and interrupting when they
about
the
dangers
of using drugs or alcohol, and
discuss these situations with you. Above all, don't be
teach
them
to
your
children. ~
angry with them. Be proud and thankful that they've
come to you for help.
• Build self-esteem: When kids feel good about
Contact these organizations for useful information:
themselves, they' re less likely to feel the need to get
American Council for
National Institute on
high. No matter their age, your children need to hear
Drug Education
Drug Abuse
that you love them, and need to receive your praise
• 1-800-488-DRUG
• 1-800-662-HELP
when they excel.
• www.acde.org
• www.nida.nih.gov
• Encourage independence: Children who are

"Report to Parents," written to serve elementary and middle school principals, may be
reproduced by National Association of Elementary School Principals members without permission.
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6tit REPORT TO PARENTS
Teaching Children
about Aging
tereotyping older people has become
commonplace in America, particularly
among the young. While we may clamp
down on children's negative comments
about race, religion, or gender, we often
ignore their demeaning comments
about old age. It comes as no
surprise that a 1995 study by the
American Association of Retired
People (AARP) found that
children tend have negative views
of aging, associating it with
declining health and abilities
rather than opportunities for
recreation and growth.
Where do children get such
bleak views of aging? Much
of it comes from the media.
Comic strips, cartoons,
movies, and even some
children's books often
portray senior citizens as
grouchy old men and
feeble old ladies.
Remember the
~
grandparents in Charlie
and the Chocolate
Factory who never left
their bed? They weren't
ill, they were just old!
Here are some ways to
help your children develop a
more positive and respectful
attitude toward the aged and
the aging process:

S

-

• Invite older friends,
relatives, or neighbors to your
home. Look for opportunities to participate with
senior citizens in multiage religious or community
activities.
• Point out or talk about news items about
accomplished older people-authors, artists, poets,
musicians, photographers, athletes, scientists and
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others who continue to excel in their "golden
years"-and discuss them with your children.
• Look through your children's books for
negative portrayals of older characters. If you
find any, point them out to your child and explain
how wrong it is to assume that all older people are
like the book characters.
• The next time you're at the library, check
out some books that provide a balanced view
of life as an older person. A great picture
book is Supergrandpa, a true story, by David
Schwartz.
• Set your child up as the pen pal of a
grandparent, or an older relative or trusted
friend, using either e-mail or traditional
letters. Brainstorm some questions and
ideas that your children might want
to include. Or you might ask an
older relative to give your child
an oral history of your family.
• Explain that physical
changes like wrinkles, gray
hair (or no hair),
diminished hearing,
and slowed movement
are normal as people
get older, and should
not be mocked.
• Discuss with your
children the various stages of
aging, emphasizing that
many people in their 60s and
70s are as physically active
and mentally alert as
people much younger.
• Finally, help them
understand that growing
old is just another phase of
the life cycle, and that it can be a time of
enormous growth and opportunity, free from the
obligations of work and child-rearing. With your
help, your children will begin seeing older
people-and their own distant futures-in a much
more positive light. ~

--

--

"Report to Parents," written to serve elementary and middle school principals, may be
reproduced by National Association of Elementary School Principals members without permission.

Minutes
Price Laboratory School
Multicultural, Nonsexist Advisory Committee
February 15, 1998

Members Present: Juanita Wright, Charlie Buck, Ed Dorris, Ed Van Cleave, Vanessa Kettner. Wendell
McConnaha, Janet McClain
Excused Absence: Annette Swann
Guests: Julie Creeden, Kendra Puetz
Speaker: Dr. Bill Waack
Minutes of the January 26 meeting were read and accepted. The Agenda was reviewed and modified to
accommodate time needed for the guest speaker.
Old Business:
Discussion of the MCNSAC Bylaws was tabled until the March 23 meeting. Committee members are
encouraged to read over the Sioux City School District' s Educational Equity Committee Bylaws. mailed
with the January 26 minutes, and the MCNSAC Bylaws before the next meeting. Suggestions for
possible revision of the current MCNSAC Bylaws will be discussed at the March 23 meeting.
Wendell McConnaha reported that 7 job descriptions have been forwarded. The 8th job opening is in
process of being finalized. The first ad for positions will be in the Des Moines Register over the February
20 weekend. Ads have been placed in Education Week, National Association of Laboratory Schools
Newsletter, and professional journals for specific curricular areas. Wendell is working with Winston
Burt, UNI's Affirmative Action Officer, to make sure information about position openings reach
underrepresented groups.
New Business:
Dr. Bill Waack provided information about programming for students identified as gifted and talented.
Committee members were given several handouts that defined terms and listed standards for programs
involving the gifted and talented. Dr. Waack also provided a flowchart that detailed the programplanning process to be followed when developing a gifted and talented program. The following points
briefly summarize information discussed at the meeting:
-The Iowa Code defines gifted and talented children as "those identified as possessing
outstanding abilities who are capable of high perfom1ance. Gifted and Talented Children are
children who require appropriate instruction and educational services commensurate with their
abilities and needs beyond those provided by the regular school program.
Gifted and talented children include those children with demonstrated achievement or potential
ability, or both, in any of the following areas or in combination:
1. General intellectual ability.
2. Creative thinking.
3. Leadership ability.
4. Visual and performing arts ability.
5. Specific ability aptitude.''

- "Talent development" is new terminology associated with "gifted and talented" programs.
-Gifted programs can involve acceleration, enrichment at or above grade level, a system where
students are pulled out of their regular program, or a resource specialist working with students in
the classroom.
-Advanced Placement Classes could possibly be used as programming for gifted and talented
students.
-A Personalized Education Plan (PEP) should be developed for each student identified as gifted
and talented.
-School districts can use allowable growth funding to support their approved gifted and talented
programs. The Lab School is not included in allowable growth funding.
Dr. Waack recommended that identifying a definition of giftedness or talent development should be the
first step in planning a gifted and talented program at Price Lab. Next, a needs assessment should be
developed to determine where the greatest needs are for students. A needs assessment could involve
observation, polling parents, students, and faculty, or some other types of evaluation. After this is
completed, a program should be developed around these identified needs. The program should be a
comprehensive program for PreKindergarten through grade 12.
Dr. Waack stressed that successful gifted and talented programs have a coordinator whose responsibilities
include evaluation of students, development of PEPs, and faculty coordination. He also pointed out that
because of the Lab School's PreKindergarten -12th grade student body being located in one building, this
strength can be beneficial in planning programs to develop the potential of all students.
Wendell McConnaha reminded committee members that even though there was evidence of enrichment
and acceleration at the elementary level for students who would be classified as gifted and talented, the
Lab School's Equity Review noted the need to document the types of programming being provide for
gifted and talented students at all levels.
Committee members expressed concerns about how students would be identified, interest in schools that
have good gifted and talented programs, and what is needed to get a program started at the Lab School.
Wendell and Dr. Waack will provide committee members with information on the Gardner and Renzulli
models for further reading. They will also develop some initial ideas on a needs assessment. Wendell
would like to see a needs assessment developed and in place by Fall, 1998.
Meeting Adjourned: 7:35
Next Meeting: March 23, 6-7:30 PLS Faculty Lounge
Multicultural Education Across the Curriculum

Respectfully submitted,
'

Janet E. McClain

PLS Task Force Minutes
January 27, 1998
Memben present: Lyn Countryman, Julie Creeden, Nadene Davidson, Roger Kueter, Wendell
McConnaha, Vickie Robinson, Claire Smith~ Mike Staebell, Jodi Stone, Tom Switzer, Jean Wiesley
The meeting was called together by Mike Staebel at 4:08. Nobody had a copy oflast month's
minutes, so the approval was postponed until next month. Wendell updated us on the division within the
Department of Teaching. A formal meeting will be set up with Dean Switzer within the next two weeks .
regarding this issue.
Wendell updated us on the job searches. Search committees will consist of faculty members from
within the department of each vacancy plus representation frorp another department and at least one parent.
A notice was put into the February newsletter requesting parent volunteers for these search committees.
The group.then discussed the PLS Task Force's mid-year assessment. We began the year focusing
on .governance and improved communication. Th~ group felt~t there have been major attempts to
improve communication. Everyone felt very pleased with positive changes that have taken place. Our
recommendations to the PAC w~re also well received. The new "topic schedule" that PAC is following,
combined with communication of these important topics to parents, has given PAC a very important
governing role at PLS. We will be inviting PAC members to give our group some feedback at the end of
the year regarding their new role. We also discussed irµportant changes that have taken place regarding
expectations of student behavior an4 attendance issues. Wendell recently sent a letter to all parents 9f
'middle and high school students informing them that .behavior and attendance rules that are already in place
in the student handbook would be consistently enforced. This letter was well received by the parents, and
'students are already being held much more accountable for their own behavior and choices.
Under new business, we discussed our new focus for the remafoder of this school year. Our new
. ·focus will be three-fold. First, to create a mentor program for new famili~s coming to PLS. Mike and Jodi
will begin doing the groundwork and will report back to the full task force at the next meeting. Another
important new focus will be to examine the PLS organizations in an attempt to create some sort of brochure
for parents to help explain the goals and benefactors of each organization. Thirdly, to get some sort of
_feedback from parents regarding academics at PLS/NUHS. We are interested in knowing how our students
are prepared for college. Current data seems to be incomplete. AFPLS will help us with collecting some
very useful data. They are planning to host a breakfast for seniors on the morning of graduation, as well as
a December follow-up meeting with college freshmen, (most recent NU alumni) and current NU
sophomores.
·
The PLS Task Force will make its mid-year report to PTP at the February PTP meeting on
Tuesday, February 3, 1998 at 6:00 p.m. in the Butzier Auditorium. Mike Staebel will bring parents up to
date on our overall mission including goals we've accomplished, as well as what we're concentrating on for
the remainder of this school year.
Under other business, Nadene gave us an update on the most recent 7th grade parent meeting.
Their topic was the 7th grade enrichment time. She said that the 7th grade team had been given the latitude
to choose how this time would be spent. Each 7th grader is currently in either math or language arts from
I :00 - I :56 and 2:00 - 3:00. Parents were asked for feedback on this new schedule. They remarked that
the students like being in class longer. They now use this time to get started on their homework while
teachers are still available for questions, or to work on extensions from that particular day's lesson.
Parents' comments were positive as well. The faculty can now meet with their CORE groups for six times
for 40 minutes between now and the end of this school year. There will continue to be a lot of discussion
regarding the future of the enrichment program, schedules, etc.
Wendell was asked if PLS was still on the University's 5-year schedule for capital improvements.
He informed us that PLS is indeed still on that list. We are scheduled for a 2-phase renovation including
remodeling of the entire building and the addition of a new wing. Tom and Wendell both agreed that a lot
of planning and work need to be completed before we are ready to begin renovation.
The next meeting will be on March 3, 1998 at 4:00 p.m. in the faculty lounge. Meeting was
adjourned at 5 :30 p.m.
Submitted by Julie Creeden
' .~
-

PTP Minutes - February 3, 1998
Julie Creeden, PTP President opened the meeting in the Butzier Auditorium at 6:05 p.m. There
were no additions to the Agenda.
Al Jessen (PLS Task Force President) gave a report. The PLS Task Force meets once per month
and consists of six parents, three faculty members, PLS administrators, Roger Kueter and Tom Switzer.
The Task Force was charged with reviewing structure as well as improving communication. Some items of
improvement include faster tum-around on the PLS Newsletter, a new role for the Parent Advisory Council
which provides all parents the opportunity for input. Minutes of all meetings are now on file in the library
and the office for parent review. Some minutes are also included in the newsletter. The Task Force is
currently working on a mentorship program for new families to PLS, as well as clarifying the role of PTP,
Booster Club and AFPLS.
Correspondence: Julie C. read a note from Kate McElligatt regarding a Safe Home Program. She
would like to see the program implemented at PLS. It deals with drug and alcohol awareness. The Safe
Home brochure was given to Jean Wiesley for the PAC to review. Julie also read a note from Diane Hinke
and Vicki Grimes requesting a donation from PTP to the NUHS Post Prom event. This request will be
addressed with the rest of the funding at the next meeting . .
Treasurer's Report: Balance on hand in the PTP checking account is $2,890.37. There was one
bill to be paid, $46.10 for the printing and mailing of the PTP and PAC meeting reminder post cards that
went to all PLS homes. The PTP account at the school still contains approximately $780.00. (Our printing
bills come out of that account instead of our checking account.)
President's Report: Val Turner has extended the Campbell Soup Label deadline to April 15th. All
soup labels need to be marked with your child's nanie and grade in order to receive credit towards the ice
cream party contest. The box is still in the front lobby.
·
Lynn Dykstra will gather more information on the inkjet cartridge-recycling program to see if PTP
should pursue this fundraiser.
·
The Carnival committees are very busy and all committees are now full. Denise Bremner
volunteered to head up the decoration committee. On her committee are Robbie VanCleave, Diane
Highnam and Jonetta Harrington. The PTP By-law changes are tabled until the next meeting. No one was
present to update the group on KBBG radio coverage for the upcoming basketball games. It is scheduled to
take place on February 13.
Julie will contact Maralyn Fagan, PLS roomparent chair, in order to gather a slate of PTP officers
for next year. If you are interested in running for the office of president, vice president, treasurer or
secretary, please contact Maralyn Fagan at 291-7263 or Julie Creeden at 266-3308.
New business: Amy Bower requested funding of$50 for a book/tape service project between the
Unit II students and Elk Run students whose primary language is not English. The amount was approved.
The next meeting will be held at 6 p.m., Tuesday, March 3, in the library.
Submitted by Jim Miller and Julie Creeden

NEEDED!!
The PTP C1tnivql Book Sqle is in need of
used books qpptoptiqte fot toddlet, pte-school
qnd elementqty qged thildten. If you hqve qny to
donqte, pleqse put them in q Sqck ot box, qnd tqke
them to the PLS libtqty du ting the week of Aptil
20th. Pleqse do not bting them c1heqd of thqt
dqte! Thqnk you fot yout help qnd support! All
ptoceeds ftom the Sqle will go ditectly to the
libtqty qnd benefit qll PLS students!

l.ampbe\\ '5oup Label l.ontest
£1'tendedl
The c.ampbe\\ ~oup l..3be\ ,onte&t i& e1-tended to
April 1i;•h, l'f'f&. 'P\ea&e ma"e &ure 1our ,hild'&
name and grade are Glearl1 mar"ed on the label&
and pla,e them in the bo1- in the front \obb1.
The elementaf1 Gia&& with the higher,t average
number of label& wi\\ win an i,e ,ream part1!

·

PAC Meeting Minutes
February 10, 1998
Present: Russ Leymaster, Harold Asmus, Julie Creeden, Jill Bergman, Jean Wiesley, Tom
Bower, and Wendell McConnaha
The meeting was called to order by Leymaster at 7:00 p.m. on February 10, 1998.
The agenda was submitted. On motion of Bower and second of Asmus the agenda was
approved.
Minutes of the January 12 meeting were reviewed. The minutes were approved as
submitted.
OLD BUSINESS
A Parking. Dean Shores from UNI was present to discuss parking problems at PLS.
Access for parents during business hours is very limited and the PAC is looking for alternatives to
improve this situation. UNI has worked very hard in the past couple of years to standardize
parking on campus and does not like to deviate from the system that they have in place. The
process for designating parking lots is either to send a recommendation through the Parking
Policy Committee at UNI which then makes their recommendations for designation or to go ·
through Wendell and the Department of Teaching for designations for PLS. Suggestions that
were made were 1. reconfigure the area on the south side of the building in conjunction with what
is happening with the PLS playground committee, 2. suggest that the parking lot on the south side
of the building become a B lot and be designated for PLS, and 3. suggest that spots be designated
in the north lot for 30 minute parent parking. Mr. Shores cautioned that if the south lot were to
be designated a Blot residents in the Towers dorms would lose parking. If the recommendation
is to take away parking from one area, an alternative must come along with that recommendation.
It was decided that recommendations will be put together and sent to Dean Shores and also
shared with the provost at UNI.
B. Unit Two Renovation. Unit Two space is now a completely empty shell. Carpeting
will be installed on Monday, February 16, furniture will be unpacked on Tuesday and Wednesday
and the project will be completed by the end of the week.
C. Status of PLS within the College of Education. Wendell has met informally with Dean
Switzer and is waiting for a formal meeting. The proposal that will be made to the Dean has gone
through a series of revisions and is satisfactory to PLS faculty. The proposal will ask for two
separate divisions within the Department of Teaching with each division having control of their
own budget and personnel decisions and each with have a direct line to the Dean.
D. Soccer Update. Wendell and Paul Waack have had one meeting with the athletic
conference. As things look now there is a strong probability that there will be both boys and girls
soccer and that it could start as early as the spring of 1999. There will be four schools involved in
the initial trial, NU, Waverly, Hudson and Dike-New Hartford. This will start as a high school
program only and will complete against the baseball season. The CVYSA would provide initial
cost, goals, etc. and will ask us to monitor the program.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Safe Homes. Kate McElligott made a presentation on the Safe Homes Program that she
would like to see started at PLS. This is a program designed to let parents know of homes that ·
will not allow drug or alcohol use in their homes. This program gives parents some "permission"
to communicate with other parents that they may not know. Kate is willing to volunteer to help
get the program started at PLS. Julie Creeden moved that the PAC endorse the Safe Homes
project and that Kate contact Neil Phipps and Clare Struck on the best way to proceed with the
program at PLS. Julie will make a report to parents at the last PTP meeting in the spring as to
how the program will be implemented in the fall and how parents will be informed. Tom Bower
seconded this motion and it was approved by the PAC members.
B. Enrollment. Enrollment applications are above where we were last year and these
applications will start to be reviewed. Enrollment is on a first come first serve basis as long as we
have the program. Decisions to accept students must be made within the guidelines established
by the state and our agreement with the Cedar Falls School System.
C. Staffing. Wendell reported that the committees for the searches have been formed .
These committees all include at least one parent member. Job descriptions for all positions have
been written and are currently at affirmative action waiting for approval. When approval is
received ads will run to begin the searches.
'ADDITIONAL BUSINESS ITEMS
A question was raised regarding enrichment time in the middle and high school. Wendell
reported that this will be evaluated and whether or not it will be retained for next year's schedule
has yet to be determined. Parents, students and faculty will be included in the evaluation process.
The next PAC meeting will be held March 10, 1998 at 7:00 pm in Room 222.
On motion ofWiesley and second of Bergman the meeting was adjourned at 8:25pm.
Submitted by Jean Wiesley

Seco~dary • • •
Bigger, Faster, Stronger (BJJS) Program
·- by Neil Phipps

Students in 7-12th grade participated in training'and conditioning activities during the BFS
program held in the Niels~n Fieldhouse on January 24.
.

from 3:00-5:00 p.m. On Tuesday and
NU High hosted a Bigger, Faster,
Thursday, we have-a Quickness and
Stronger Clinic on January 24. This was a
Agility Program_froni 6:30 to 7:00 a.m.
·big day for 95 athletes from seventh
The Wellness Program is reinforcing
through twelfth grade. In addition, over
various aspects of the
20 coaches attended
clinic, and introducing
the event.
"The next step is up to the
it to others. The
During the day,
students need to pull
athletes to put this informaDoug Eckmark, the
together for gre~ter
BFS Clinician,
tion to use in our weightroom
participation and
covered many topics
· and fieldhouse. " ·
teamwork. As we
involved with training
- Coach Phipps
learned in the clinic,
and conditioning.
the ().thletes need to
Some of these in"coach" each other as they lift. We also
-eluded: lifting techniques, BFS lifting
need to recruit, encourage, and persuade
· program, speed, agility, flexibility,
others to get into the program.
nutrition, attitude, motivation, and others.
The NU Coaching Staff would like to
The next step is up to the athletes to
thank the Booster Club for helping·
put this information to use in our
provide this clinic. A special thanks also
weightroom and fieldhouse. The
goes to Karla Flaherty for organizing the
weightroom is available before school
meal
for everyone at the clinic.
from 6:00 - 8:00.a.m., and after school

Mentoring Program for New PLS Families ·
- by Jody Stone
The PLS Task Force is setting up a program whereby new PLS families will be
~

m~ntored by current Lab School families. We are just beginning the planning stage for
this program and are soliciting your ideas for what types of assistance we should offer
new families. We are also looking for volunteer families . The ideal situation would be
to have a mentor family identified at each K-12 grade level. If you are interested in
being on the planning committee, servin,g as a mentor family, or would simply like to
share some of your ideas about the pro gr.am, please call Jody Stone at 273-6466 or 2666053, or Mike Staebell at 277-6546.

Home Room Meeting
for Sophomore Parents
onMarch24
- by Jody Stone
S~veral parents have expressed
interest in holding a meeting for
sophomore parents. The meeting will
be held in PLS room 135 at 7:00 p.m.
on March 24.
Items of discussion will include
problem areas to which sophomores
seem to be especially vulnerable. This
includes use of alcohol and drugs, sex,
and other examples of using poor
judgement. Aricia DeVries and Jody
Stone have volunteered to lead the
discussion. The meeting is intended to
help parents become more knowledgeable about potential problems their kids
are having to deal with and helping
parents build a support system of
sophomore families.

New PLS Logo Design
- by Lynn Dykstra

This fall, the Communication
Center reviewed the issue of creating
a new logo for Price Laboratory
School. The need _for redesign was
established as it had been several
years since the previous PLS logo had
been used on publications and other
forms of communication, and the
design had become outdated. The
timing for redesign and implementation also seemed appropriate with a
need for PLS to promote a progressive
image and to conti.nue emphasizing
positive communication.
The new logo, designed by Bev
Schomaker, incorporates bold, modem
type to capture attention and highlight
the acronym our audiences already
recognize. The stars symbolize our
"star" students" and role in "lighting
the way" in teaching, teacher education and outreach.

Modern Language Events ...
Mexico
- by Jim Becker

Maya Sun
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Russia
- by Jim Sweigert

Annual National Russian
Essay Contest

On June 11, nine NUHS students will
travel to Mexico with Mr. Becker to spend
Congratulations to the following .
eight days on the Yucatan Peninsula. The
NUHS students who were medalists in
name of the travel organization is Interact
the annual National Russian Essay
Travel, Inc. in Green Bay, Wisconsin, one
Contest, spo°:sored by the American
of largest and best _g roup travel
Council of Teachers. of Russian (AC~).
organizations in the Midwest. Those NU
Over 1700 students took part in this
student travelers will be: Kody Asmus,
national contest this year,. and only a
Zack Buck, Crysta1 Cornwell, Jeremy
select few write essays which are good
McAdams, Salina McCarty, Nathaniel
enough tQ medal in this event.
Parrish, Sarah Stamb~ugh, Sehee Taylor
One NU student, Jer~my Thoman,
an<l Chyone Young. The NU students will
received
a gold medal ranking, making
visit several major Mayan ruins and cities
of
the top two students in the
him
one
as well Cancun and the island of Isla
entire
United
States!
Mujeres. Here t~ey will be able to soak u·p
the sun on some of the most well known
beaches in the world.
Level 2 (Be~iimer): Keti Leymaster,
The group will fly from Cedar Rapids
to Chicago and on to the Yucatan to either
Amy McGuire, B_rian _Ole!son,. St_eve
Merida or Cancu_n. In Merida, they will
. Seufferlein (a1I'bron~e me<;ialists)
feast at the city's most fabulous restaurant,
Los Almendros, for a taste of the
Lev.el 3 (Interme~iate): Brian Rogers
legendary. "pollo pibil'' and the· option to .
(bronze medalist) Alex Henderson, Ryan
taste "chile habanero"·the world's hottest
Grimes, Mary Hanks, Nicole Corbin
chile. The second day will s_ee the group
· (silver medalists) Jeremy Thoman (gold
traveling by ·bus to U xmal to visit the
medalist)
Mayan temples and viewing art and
architecture at its height during the Mayan
Levels 4-6 (Advanced): Lindsay Wood,
civilizations. After dinner and a swim, the
· -Mike Williams (bronze medalists)
group will see a spectacular light and
sound show. After checking out the
shopping in Merida known for hammocks,
NUBS Russian Exchange Trip
Mayan art, and wooden crafts, a visit to
On March 15, 1998, elevenNUHS
the markets for shopping will be a
highlight. The next morning is devoted to
students and two teacher·chaperones, Jim
a guided adventure to a temple called
Sweigert and Terri McDonald, will travel
Chichen Itza. After-an overnight at the
to Tyumen', Russia, to take part in NU's
Hacienda Cl)ichen, it is off to Cancun and
fourth annual exch&nge trip to Russia.
a boat trip to Isla Mujeres, an island off the
NUHS is one of only 65 high schools
coast of Mexico where the group _will
nationally, and the only high school in
spend three days. Here snorkeling,
Iowa, taking part in the ACTR High
swimming, surfing, parasailing, horseback
SchoC?l Academic Partnership
riding, and jet skiis are all in order. A
Exchange Program. _Last fall, NU
game of basketball with the locals is also
students and parents hosted students from
in order on the beach hotel of Posada Del
Tyumen'
Mar or Perla Del Caribe. The final day
School #34, and are now returning the
will be filled with watersports, tann;ng,
favor. Since 1994, over 100 students and
checking out last minute bargains and
teachers from both schools have taken
capturing the essence of the Mexican
part in this exchange, and NU is recogCaribbean. On Thursday the 18th, it's
back to Cancun, Chicago and home. i Que , nized nationally as one of the top Russian
programs in the country.
buen viaje!

.....
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State of Iowa Olymp1ada
of Spoken Russian
Parents of NUHS Russian students!
Remind your daughter/son to take part in
the sixth annual Iowa Olympiada of
Spoken Russian, to be held April 24 on _
the UNI campus. This will be an all-day
event, with individuai competitions-in
the oral dialogues division, as well as
mixed-team competitions in a quiz bowl
and a-group dialogue. N~S has won
this state competition for the last four
consecutive years, and is looking
forward to capturing its fifth title.
GONUHS!!!

France
- by Jim Becker

H

Voyage en France
On Wednesday, March 11, seven
Northern University High School students
will leave Waterloo Airport for France.
Allison Grote, Noah Johnson, Vanessa
Kettner, Julie Kolar, Santosh Nadipuram,
Jessica Schaphterle and Geoff Spain will
be accompanpied by Mr. Lowell Hoeft,
French teacher at NU.
Upon arrival at Charles de,Gaulle
Airport in Paris, students will be met by
their host families from a Parisian suburb.
For two weeks, each student will have the
opportunity to live, eat and speak French.
In addition to living with a French family,
students will also attend classes at a hig1'
school with a son or daughter -of the host
family. All o_f the French families live
near the Eurodisney Park ~hich American
students will have the chance to visit-.
While in France, the castle of Blois in
the Loire River Valley will be toured as
well as one of the famous French
chocolate factories in the area. A seco'nd
trip will be to the city of Rouen in the
province of.Normandy where the chapel
built in memory of Joan of Arc is located.
Travel to both of these regions will be
done by train. On week-ends, students
will visit many 'o f the popular sights in
Paris which ·they have studied about in.
their classes.
Santosh Nadipurani is looking forward
to his first trip to France. "I'm excited to
see all the same experiences that iny
classmates, who have traveled before me,
have talked about."

members were allowed to converse with one another and use
non-programmable calculators.
The Math Counts program at Price Laboratory School is a
broadbased one. This year, between fifteen to twenty seventh
- by Dennis Kettner
and eighth grade students voluntarily participated in two
practice sessions a week from September through January in
preparation for the s~hool and regional competitions.
On February 14~ the Price Laboratory School Math Counts
Integral to .the success of the Math Counts program at Price
team competed against seventeen other teams in the regional
Laboratory School are
MathCounts comp~tithe secondary
tion for the right to
mathematics educaadvance to the state
tion students from
competition in mid: · UNI who spend a
March. Only the top
considerable amount
three teams move on
of time working with
to the state competithe mathletes. On a
tion. The Price
biweekly basis these
Labotat~ry School
volunteers planned
team finished in third
and implemented
place behind Holmes
lessons that improved
Junior High and
the mathlete's
Decorah Junior High .
_problem-solving
and just ahead of
skills and broadened
Waverly-Shell Rock
their understanding
to narrowly qualify
of important mathfor the state meet.
ematics concepts.
The Price
(Left to right) Cameron Puetz. Ian Cawley, Mr. Dennis Kettner, Peter Behroozi, Chris Hardy,
The Math Counts
Laboratory School
Ms. Connie Wolf, Jeffaitz
program at Price
· team was led by
Laboratory School
eighth grader Peter
~ncourages its participants to increase their knowledge of
Beroozi who finished in second place among the one hundred
mathematics, improve their problem solving skills: and to
plus mathletes. Experienced eighth grade_rs, Ian Cawley and
make mathematics both-ch~lenging ·and fun . .
Christopher Hardy and seventh grader Cameron Puetz, were
The state meet will be held at the Ohlmstead Center on the
· instrumental in the four person team's fine showing. Alternate ~
campus of Drake University in Des Moines on Saturday,
Jeff Zeitz.also participated in the competition as a backup for
March 14 beginning at approximately 12:00 noon. It is the
the other four members.
third time that Price Laboratory ~chool has qualified for the
The competition consisted of three basic rounds: 30
state meet in the nine years that it has fielded a team:
problems using the paper and pencil method in the Sprint
Round, 8 problems using a non-programmable calc-qlator in the
Target Round, and 10 problems in the Team Round; team

Math Counts:
Price Lab Goes to State!

.Cedar Valley's
Children and Youth Conference
April ~ 7 ·and 18 ..- by Victoria Robinson

After attending the President's Youth
Summit in 1997, Black Hawk County's
ten delegates have organized one of
'Iowa's three Youth Summits to be held at
the Five Sullivan Brothers Convention
Center in Waterloo. The Summit
include a keynote speech by Dr..Peter
Benson, President of the Search Institute.
The Search Institute is dedicated to
· promoting the well-being of children and
adolescents. · Also planned for April 17

will

are facilitator training, discussions of the .
five resources for youth, an exhibit hall
featuring agencies that serve youth, a
session featuring James Vollbracht of the
Search Institute, and·youth/family events.
The.second day of the Youth Summit will
feature the theme "Connect Cedar Valley"
designed to encourage volunteerism.
This is a great opportunity for you or
an organization to contribute to positive
adult interaction with and for our

community's youth. Some of our Price
Lab students and faculty will take part
in the Summit. · For additional information, please contact the Community
Foundation at 291-1202. To volunteer
to help at the Summit, contact the
Volunteer C~nter at 277-2087. As you
consider giving your time, remember- -.

"It is much easier to build a
child than to repair an adult. "
-.-author unknown
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Yearbook News
- by Jennifer Paulsen, Advisor and Jill Oleson, Editor

_Technology Tidbits
atPLS
- by Leigh Zeitz
• Price Laboratory-School's webpage
has a new·address and a new look. Visit
us at http:/lwww.pls.uni.edu. Check the ·
school calendar or lunch menu through ·
the Web. Download the software for
PLS Forum so your students can ch~ck
their email from home. This site may
appear simple at first, but we intend to
make it an interactive place through
which teachers, students and parents can
c.ommunicate.

Jennifer Paulsen working with yearbook student staff members, Jill Oleson and Kendra Kuhn,
as they prepare photographs for the Yearbook.

Yearbook production is in full swing this year. We have made some changes
with a new payment program made available through Jostens, our publishing
company. We have also benefited from the generous computer program upgrade · .
that was donated by Dave and Mary Fish. Another major change to the format of
the yearbook layout is the addition· of the middle school class portraits, sports
team pictures, and activities coverage. In addition, we have tried to increase our
coverage of faculty and scholastics by devoting a page to each academic department.
With increased book sales and a solid ad sal~s campaign behind us, we are
looking forward to meeting our new Jostens representative, Regina Murray, and
beginning senior salutes coverage in April. Our enthusiastic staff is working hard
to create a quality record of the 1997-98 school year.

• AT&T Learning .Points - If you are a
customer of AT&T, you can enroll in
their Learning Points program. As you
make phone calls, you can earn points
for PLS to purchase technology: We
r~ceive 5 points for every dollar you .
spend. Please call AT&T at 1-800-3548800. Follow the voice prompts and .
provide them with our school's account
code: 04159532.
• PLS will be .changing over to
ClarisWorks. As a joint decision
between the PLS Technology Committee·and faculty, we have decided to
standardize on ClarisWorks 5.0. This
software will be available on both
Macintosh and Windows machines.
. This decision was made due to its ease
of use and facility 1n authoring
webpages.

